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Abstract. In this work we focus on properties in the quasi-continuum of light nuclei.
Generally, both level density and γ-ray strength function (γ-SF) differ from nucleus to
nucleus. In order to investigate this closer, we have performed particle-γ coincidences
using the reactions (p, p0 ), (p, d) and (p, t) on a 46 Ti target. In particular, the very rich data
set of the 46 Ti(p, p0 )46 Ti inelastic scattering reaction allows analysis of the coincidence
data for many independent data sets. Using the Oslo method, we find one common level
density for all data sets. If transitions to well-separated low-energy levels are included, the
deduced γ-SF may change by a factor of 2 − 3, due strong to Porter-Thomas fluctuations.
However, a universal γ-SF with small fluctuations is found provided that only excitation
energies above 3 MeV are taken into account. The nuclear structure of the titaniums is
discussed within a combinatorial quasi-particle model, showing that only few Nilsson
orbitals participate in building up the level density for these light nuclei.

1 Introduction
The Oslo group has studied the low-energy tail of the giant electric dipole resonance (GEDR) in various mass regions. The method is based on measuring particle-γ coincidences from light-ion reactions
with only one charged ejectile. In this way the γ-ray emission can be studied as function of excitation
energy up to the particle separation energy. In the framework of the Oslo method, these spectra can be
used to simultaneously extract level density and γ-ray strength function (γ-SF).
Many experimental groups have extensively studied the smooth behavior of the GEDR [1]. For
heavy nuclei far away from closed shell, the various statistical gross properties vary slowly from
nucleus to nucleus, see e.g. [2]. The Oslo group has particularly studied the low-energy tail of the
GEDR for rare-earth nuclei. Here, the γ-SF is found to be nicely fitted by the KMF-model [3] with a
superimposed Lorentzian originating from the strength of the M1-scissors mode1 . Thus, one may claim
that the γ-decay of these nuclei is governed by an underlying γ-SF that is experimentally observable.
Figure 1 demonstrates the smooth behavior of the γ-SF in 171 Yb.
The level densities are also very similar for neighboring rare earth nuclei, however, there is a
pronounced odd-even mass effect. An odd-mass nucleus, say 171 Yb, has 5 − 7 times more levels than
a
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Typical resonance parameters of the scissor mode in deformed reare earth nuclei are: Eγ ∼ 3 MeV,
σEγ ∼ 1 MeV and B(M1) ∼ 6µ2N .
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Fig. 1. A pygmy resonance found in 171 Yb observed for two different reactions [2]. The solid line in the upper
panels is a fit to data including all contributions. The dashed lines are due to the KMF-modeled tail of the GEDR.
The difference between the total γ-SF data and the KMF-model is shown in the lower panels.

its even-even neighbors 170 Yb and 172 Yb. This is due to the fact that nucleons not coupled in Cooper
pairs [4], may populate various unoccupied single-particle orbitals and thus contribute significantly to
the total level density.
The smooth behavior vanishes for lighter nuclei, typically for nuclei with mass numbers A < 60. It
may look like each nucleus has its own γ-SF and that the function even depends on excitation energy.
In a recent study [5] the γ decay has been simulated for a light nucleus resembling 57 Fe. The level
density and γ-SF entering the simulated data are known. It turns out that the Oslo method reproduces
the level density, but not the true input γ-SF. The expected γ-decay pattern may be hidden for several
reasons related to:
– Low level density
– Irregular spin distribution
– Asymmetric parity distribution
Thus, the nucleus may not have available states with right spin and parity to reveal the fully allowed
γ-SF.
In this work we will search for a universal γ-SF in the titanium mass region. In particular the
46
Ti(p, p0 )46 Ti reaction gives a very rich data set that allows to compare several γ-SFs at different
excitation regions.
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Fig. 2. The first-generation γ-ray matrix of 46 Ti obtained from the inelastic proton reaction. Only a part of the
P(E, Eγ ) matrix is utilized, namely data with Eγ > 1.8 MeV and 5.5 < E < 10 MeV.

2 Experiments
The experiments were conducted at Oslo Cyclotron Laboratory (OCL) using 15 and 32 MeV proton
beams on a self-supporting target of 46 Ti. The thickness of the target was 1.8 mg/cm2 . The reactions
studied are 46 Ti(p, p0 )46 Ti, 46 Ti(p, d)45 Ti and 46 Ti(p, t)45 Ti, which have been reported in [6–8]. The
charged ejectiles are used to tag the excitation energies for each γ-ray spectrum from the ground state
and up to the neutron separation energy.
The particle-γ coincidences are measured with the efficient CACTUS multi-detector array [9]. The
coincidence set-up consists of eight collimated ∆E – E type Si particle telescopes, placed at a distance
of 5 cm from the target and making an angle of θ = 45◦ with the beam line. The particle telescopes are
surrounded by 28 5” × 5” NaI γ-ray detectors, which have a total efficiency of ∼ 15% of 4π.
The experimental extraction procedure and assumptions made are described in Ref. [10]. The
registered ejectil energy is transformed into excitation energy of the residual nucleus through reaction
kinematics and the known reaction Q-value. The excited residual nucleus produced in the reaction will
subsequently decay by one or several γ-rays. Thus, a γ-ray spectrum can be recorded for each initial
excitation energy bin E. Furthermore, the γ-ray spectra are corrected for the NaI detector response
function. The unfolding is based on the Compton-subtracting technique [11], which prevents additional
count fluctuations to appear in the unfolded spectrum.
The set of these unfolded γ-ray spectra forms the basis for extracting the first-generation γ-ray
spectra, which are organized into an (E, Eγ ) matrix. Here, the energy distribution of the first (primary)
emitted γ-rays in the γ-cascades at various excitation energies are isolated by an iterative subtraction
technique [12]. The main assumption of the first-generation method is that the γ-ray spectrum from
a bin of excited states are independent of the population mechanism of these states. This means that
the γ-spectrum obtained from the direct reaction into states at excitation energy E is similar to the
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one obtained if the states at E are populated by γ-decay from higher-lying states. Figure 2 shows the
first-generation γ-ray matrix obtained from the 46 Ti(p, p0 )46 Ti reaction.

3 Level density and γ-SF
The generalized Fermi’s golden rule states that the decay probability can be divided into a factor
depending on the transition matrix-element between the initial and final state, and the state density at
the final states. Following this factorization, we express the decay probability from the initial excitation
energy E to depend on the γ-ray transmission coefficient T (Eγ ) and the level density ρ(E − Eγ ) by
P(E, Eγ ) ∝ T (Eγ )ρ(E − Eγ ).

(1)

Here, T (Eγ ) is assumed to be temperature (or excitation energy) independent according to the Brink
hypothesis [14].
The ρ and T functions are determined by an iterative procedure [10] by adjusting these two functions until a global χ2 minimum with the experimental P(E, Eγ ) matrix is reached. The quality of the
fit is demonstrated in Fig. 3.
It has been shown [10] that if one of the solutions for ρ and T is known then the entries of the
matrix P(E, Eγ ) in Eq. (1) are invariant under the transformations:
ρ̃(E − Eγ ) = A exp[α(E − Eγ )]ρ(E − Eγ ),

(2)

T̃ (Eγ ) = B exp(α Eγ ) T (Eγ ).

(3)

The normalization parameters A, B and α are unknown, but can be determined from other experimental
data or systematics.
The extracted level density based on data with Eγ > 1.8 MeV and 5.5 < Ei < 10 MeV is shown in
the left panel of Fig. 4 together with a data point based on Ericson fluctuations [15]. The arrows show
the region where the data have been normalized.
The deduced γ-SF for dipole radiation can be calculated from the normalized transmission coefficient T (Eγ ) by [16]
1 T (Eγ )
f (Eγ ) =
.
(4)
2π Eγ3
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Fig. 4. Left panel: The nuclear level density (filled squares) of 46 Ti. At low excitation energies, the data are
normalized (between the arrows) to known discrete levels (solid line). At higher excitation energies, the data are
normalized to the BSFG level density (dashed line) going through the point ρ(S n ) (open square). For comparison
a data point obtained from Ericson fluctuations are shown (black triangle) [15]. Right panel: Experimental γ-SF
for 46 Ti (squares). For comparison, GEDR data from the (γ, abs) reaction are shown (triangles) [17].

The normalized γ-SF is shown in the right panel of Fig. 4. For comparison, the GEDR data [17] are
also shown, which have been translated from photo neutron cross section σ to γ-SF by [16]
f (Eγ ) =

σ(Eγ)
1
.
3π2 ~2 c2 Eγ

(5)

Unfortunately, there is a large energy gap between our data ending at Eγ = 10 MeV and the GEDR
data that start at 14 MeV.

4 Single-particle levels
The 44,45,46 Ti isotopes have 2 protons outside the Z = 20 shell gap and 2, 3 or 4 neutrons outside the
N = 20 shell gap, respectively. The 40 Ca core is probably not very pronounced since these isotopes
have a nuclear quadrupole deformation of  ∼ 0.3. Experimentally, this is indicated by a level in 45 Ti
of I π = 3/2+ from the νd3/2 single particle hole state appearing at low excitation energy.
The few active particles reveal very different level densities for the three isotopes, as shown in the
left panel of Fig. 5. At around 8 MeV of excitation energy, the level densities show only ∼ 500 MeV−1 .
In the 170,171,172 Yb isotopes (left panel of Fig. 5) the number of levels is ∼ 10.000 times larger. Here,
the level densities for the even-even nuclei are almost identical, whereas the odd-mass nucleus has a
factor 5 − 7 times more levels due to the unpaired valence neutron.
We have used a combinatorial quasi-particle model [7] to study the single-particle Nilsson orbitals
involved in building the nuclear level density. The model also gives spin distributions as well as the
parity distribution defined by the parity asymmetry parameter:
α=

ρ+ − ρ−
.
ρ+ + ρ−
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Fig. 5. Comparison between the level densities of 44,45,46 Ti and 170,171,172 Yb. Typically, rare earth nuclei show
parallel level densities (in log scale) and the odd-mass nucleus reveals 5-7 times more levels than its even-even
neighbors.

Fig. 6. Model description of level density and parity distribution (red lines). The experimental level densities
(black points) are shown for comparison.
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Fig. 7. Level density extracted from statistically independent data sets, taken from various initial excitation energy
bins Ei (the three upper curves). The lower curve is the result for the whole energy region of 5.5 < Ei < 10 MeV.

Figure 6 shows a nice reproduction of the observed level densities in the 44,45,46 Ti isotopes. At
8 MeV of excitation energy only about 6 proton and 6 neutron Nilsson orbitals are active. The corresponding number for ytterbiums is more than 30 orbitals of each type. In the later case, there are
enough levels with all spins and parities to reveal all types of transitions, and thus the universal γ-SF
can be observed.
The level densities seem to increase most strongly around 3−4 MeV of excitation energy. Here, the
first Cooper pair is probably broken, producing more states. Above 3 − 4 MeV, the parity asymmetry
approaches zero on the average. However, below this excitation energy, the parities are predominately
positive for the even titaniums, and negative for the odd case, which states the importance of the f7/2
orbitals at low excitation energies.

5 The γ-SF at various excitation regions
In the 46 Ti(p, p0 )46 Ti inelastic scattering reaction more than 110 million events were collected. This
high statistics makes it possible to divide the data set of the first-generation matrix (see Fig. 2) into
three independent data sets in order to study the γ-SF dependency on excitation energy. The three sets
are defined by 5.5 < Ei < 7 MeV, 7 < Ei < 8.5 MeV and 8.5 < Ei < 10 MeV. Figure 7 shows that all
level densities are comparable with the global fit of 5.5 < Ei < 10 MeV. However, the corresponding
γ-SFs are not at all equal (not shown). This would indicate that there are no universal γ-SF for this
nucleus, but the situation is not that simple.
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Fig. 8. Deduced γ-SF from various initial excitation bins Ei . The functions are evaluated from the ratio
P(Ei , Eγ )/ρ(E f ) as described in the text.

In order to study the variations in the γ-SF with excitation energy, we introduce here a new approach [6]. By accepting one common level density, we may investigate the transmission coefficient
in detail, and thus the validity of the Brink hypothesis.
We first adopt the solutions T and ρ from Sec. 3 and rewrite expression (1) as
N(Ei )P(Ei , Eγ ) ≈ T (Eγ )ρ(Ei − Eγ ).
The normalization factor for each initial excitation bin is defined by
R Ei
dEγ T (Eγ )ρ(Ei − Eγ )
.
N(Ei ) = 0 R E
i
dEγ P(Ei , Eγ )
0

(7)

(8)

Since there exists only one common level density, we construct the counterpart to Eq. (7) in the case
that the transmission coefficient depends on the initial excitation energy:
N 0 (Ei )P(Ei , Eγ ) ≈ T (Ei , Eγ )ρ(Ei − Eγ ),

(9)

where N is determined analogously to Eq. (8). We expect that T (Ei , Eγ ) fluctuates on the average
around T (Eγ ). Thus, it is reasonable to expect that N 0 ≈ N, which gives a transmission coefficient of:
0

T (Ei , Eγ ) ≈ N(Ei )

P(Ei , Eγ )
ρ(Ei − Eγ )
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or
T (E f , Eγ ) ≈ N(E f + Eγ )

P(E f + Eγ , Eγ )
.
ρ(E f )

(11)

In the last expression, the transmission coefficient is given as a function of final excitation energy
E f = Ei − Eγ .
Roughly speaking, this treatment determines the transmission coefficient by dividing the firstgeneration matrix by the level density, i.e. T = P/ρ. This, allows in principle to determine T in small
steps of initial or final excitation energies.
Figure 8 shows that the strength functions vary with initial excitation energy. Plotting all γ-SF
together in the lower left panel, display a rather chaotic pattern where the functions deviate by of a
factor 2 − 3. However, if we compare the two last functions, they look similar for γ-energies up to
7 MeV. Thus, it simply looks like levels below 3 − 4 MeV of excitation energy introduce the large
fluctuations in the γ-strength.
The decay in quasi-continuum can be further investigated. In order to study the γ-SFs obtained
from regions of higher level density, we have taken the four highest gates shown in Fig. 8 and only
considered data with Eγ < 5.1 MeV. Thus, these statistically independent γ-SFs are evaluated in quasicontinuum with initial and final excitation energies of roughly Ei = 8 − 10 MeV and E f = 3 − 7 MeV,
respectively. The deduced γ-SFs are presented in the upper panel of Fig. 9. In the lower panel the
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relative deviations from the average γ-SF are displayed. Here, we find typical ∼ 6 % fluctuations that
might be comparable with the Porter-Thomas fluctuations expected in the quasi-continuum of these
light nuclei.

6 Summary
The level density and γ-strength function for titaniums have been determined using the Oslo method.
Similar level density functions have been extracted from statistically independent data sets covering
different excitation energies. This gives confidence to the Oslo method, since the disentanglement of
the level density by Fermi’s golden rule predicts one and only one unique level density, independent
of the data set.
The deduced γ-SF displays an enhancement at low γ-ray energy where we see a bump around 3
MeV and another structure at energies near 2 MeV. A similar enhancement (upbend) has been seen in
several other light-mass nuclei and is still not accounted for by present theories.
A method to study the evolution of the γ-SFs as a function of initial and final energy regions
has been described. The deduced γ-SFs are found to display strong variations for different initial and
final excitation energies if transitions to the lowest excitations are involved. The reason for the violent
fluctuations of a factor of 2 − 3 is that only a few isolated levels are present at low excitation energies
with E f < 3 MeV. The differences in the γ-SFs obtained from a few number of transitions, that can
be explained as a consequence of Porter-Thomas fluctuations of individual intensities, show that this
energy region cannot be used for determination of the universal γ-SF.
However, the present work shows that it is possible to get more precise experimental information
on the universal γ-SF. By imposing restrictions on the initial and final excitation energies, the γ-SFs for
the decay between states in quasi-continuum can be extracted (i.e. for E f & 3 MeV). The results from
this selected data set show that the decay is consistent with a γ-SF which is independent of excitation
energy within less than ∼ 6 % already at these relatively low excitations. Thus, provided that we use
data from the quasi-continuum, a universal γ-SF in the light mass region of the 46 Ti nucleus can be
extracted.
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